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Vim Vim is an extensible, text-oriented editor that supports many popular text-
manipulation commands. It supports programming languages like C, C++, Perl,

Python and Ruby as well as many Unix-style commands like grep, sort, sed, awk and
much more. It is freely available for Unix and Unix-like operating systems,

Microsoft Windows, macOS and various other platforms. The project's first release
was announced in February 1995. Vim is free software released under a version of
the General Public License. Developed for use with Vi, Vim is inspired by Vi and
tries to be a superset of it, including the same basic commands, and most of the

same features. However, it is notable for the speed of its user interface (UI) and the
ease with which it can be extended. Because it is not a drop-in replacement for Vi,
many users make extensive use of plugins to add features. Some users find the lack

of a drop-in replacement useful; these users sometimes include Vim's authors.
Notable features Compared to the similarly popular Vi, Vim has a number of useful

improvements and extensions: Text objects Vim has rudimentary text object
support, which allows the user to pick out and manipulate regions of text. By
default, Vim only supports extending current selections, but a plugin may add

additional text object commands. The i_ctrl-v command (insert control-V on empty
line) and the i_g_ctrl-O command (insert global g, make it on empty line) are often
used to make a visual selection. The "horizontal and vertical motions" commands

(visual mode) allow the user to move lines and columns (when not in a block). The
command that starts with the letter V only makes an object called Vim object. The
command h, H, j, k and l works with Vim objects. Horizontal and vertical motions

are commands, not selections; Vim objects are an advanced way to perform the
horizontal and vertical movements. Searching Vim supports three modes of

searching: pattern matching, a regular expression and a backwards search. Pattern
matching uses a regular expression to try to match a pattern in the text. Regular

expressions are often used to match characters, ranges of characters, words or lines.
Vim supports a few basic Vim script functions for pattern matching. Regular
expressions are complex to use by inexperienced users. The backspace key
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